DIVUS D+

Be clever. Live smart.

DIVUS D+
The cost-effective starter server
for KNX systems
The new DIVUS D+ server turns flats and single-family homes, offices, medical practices and many more into
a place of well-being. It easily networks the devices of
your KNX system and leaves you in control. Whether
you‘re sitting on your couch sofa or being on the road.
With the help of the compact server, you control your system and make your life easier - lighting, temperature control,
blind control and many other functions are regulated and
controlled with the DIVUS Optima app. The app works on all
mobile operating devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Application DIVUS OPTIMA
with bright and dark scheme

Discover your new possibilities with DIVUS D+

DIVUS OPTIMA visualisation interface

DIVUS D+ convinces with these functions

The D+ SERVER scores with its elegant design and wide-ranging functions for controlling your Smart Home.
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The visualisation can be created both in full graphic mode, in which the operating
functions can be placed directly on the background image, and in grid view. In addition to classic floor plan representations, real room images can also be used as backgrounds. Placed objects are either activated directly on the basis of their operating
options or open up for extended input options. The menu bar that can be displayed
is used for easy navigation between floors, rooms and comprehensive function areas
for light, climate, shading and security control, scenarios, web pages, weather forecasts, news tickers or the message board.
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Keep it flexible!

The areas of application DIVUS D+ Server

To use your DIVUS D+, all you need is your current mobile operating device to stay
in control from anywhere. On your tablet and/or smartphone (Android & iOS), DIVUS
OPTIMA visualises Íyour building. In combination with a building touch panel, the DIVUS
TOUCHZONE is the best choice.

The areas of application are private properties (flats, houses) and commercial properties such as medical practices, shops, offices and production areas.
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Technical details
With DIVUS D+ you can turn any building into a smart building. The server is controlled and switched via the touchpanel DIVUS TOUCHZONE or current tablets and
smartphones (iOS and Android).

SPECIFICATIONS D+
Number of KNX group addresses
Sequenzes

100

Schedules

unlimited

Advanced logics

Smart advantages
Comfort. Relax, your home takes care of your well-being! With
just one touch, you create the desired atmosphere and control
all functions.

1000

Energy meter

3 logic programmes with 15 tasks each
9

IP cameras

25

Rooms

100

Data collection (data log)

15 data points

Cloud
Alexa, Google Home
Sonos, HUE, IFTTT
Presence simulation2

Security. You can sleep peacefully! Whether you are at home
or on the road, you have an overview of what is happening in or
outside your own home.

Astronomical clock2
User Interface
Number of clients
Parallel connections

Entertainment. Waking up to your favourite song, cooking with
radio entertainment and a bath with lounge music! The multiroom audio control allows access to the central music library.

Browser compatibility

Controllable elements
Supported operating systems
Gateway

Rentability. Save money and energy without sacrificing comfort!
The intelligent energy management system regulates the interaction of your power sources.

Future. Keep it flexible! Life circumstances can change at any
time, the system adapts easily by reprogramming.

Web / HTML5 (All operating systems)
App support (iOS / Android)
Unlimited (without licence costs)
max. 20
Google Chrome, Apple Safari,
Microsoft Edge
Lighting, heating / cooling, window and door contacts, sprinkling, thermal control, alarm systems, energy management,
load control, weather stations, IP cameras, multiroom
All
Can be used for KNX programming

Layout

Multiple graphical themes, layout adapts to display resolution,
auto-detection for display on mobile devices, support for touch
and multi-touch systems

Performance

Animations and graphic effects, HTML5 caching support,
optimised for iOS and Android, access via cloud

Navigation

Customisable graphic pages, Navigation by rooms on several
levels, Navigation by functions, Complex functions with
pop-up operation, Navigation menu customisable and always
visible, Access to important functions with one click

Notifications

OnScreen messages, e-mail, push notifications
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Visualisation interface DIVUS OPTIMA
Everything under control - Everything in focus

